
Low-Lying E1, M1, and E2 Strengths in 124,126,128,129,130,131,132,134,136Xe:Systemati Photon Sattering Experiments in the Mass Region of a NulearShape or Phase TransitionDH. v.Garrel, P. v. Brentano, C. Fransen, G. Friessner, N.Hollmann, J. Jolie, F.Käppeler, L. K ÄUBLER ,U.Kneissl, C.Kohstall, L.Kostov, A. Linnemann, D.Müher, N.Pietralla, H.H.Pitz, G. RUSEV,M. Shek, K.D. SCHILLING , C. Sholl, R. SCHWENGNER , F. Stedile, S.Walter, V.Werner, K.WisshakPublished in Phys. Rev. C 73 (2006) 054315, 1-20Nulear shape or phase transitions are a urrent topiin nulear struture physis. The properties of spheri-al, axially deformed, and γ-soft even-even nulei anwell be desribed in the framework of algebrai mod-els in the dynamial symmetry limits of U(5), SU(3),and O(6), as is well known [1℄. Moreover, three newlyintrodued so-alled ritial-point symmetries [2℄ al-low the desription of nulei in mass regions of nulearphase or shape transitions. Nulei at ritial pointsshould exhibit dramati hanges in their struture andhene of the experimental observables, suh as level or-derings, γ-transition probabilities, and branhings ofthe deexitation paths. The Xe isotopi hain rossesthe U(5), E(5) values and reahes the O(6) limit.Therefore, this hain provides a unique ase to inves-tigate systematially the hanges of spetrosopi ob-servables expeted for shape or phase transitions nearritial points.The Xe isotopes were studied in photon-sattering ex-periments using the bremsstrahlung faility at the Dy-namitron aelerator of the Stuttgart University [15℄at an eletron energy of 4.1 MeV. For the �rst timein photon-sattering experiments thin-walled high-pressure target ells were used ontaining isotopiallyenrihed Xe gas of about 70 bar. The ells were deliv-ered by Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe [4℄.

Fig. 1 Systematis of 2+ ⊗ 3− two-phonon exitations inthe even-even Xe isotopes. Upper part: Experimental en-ergies of the 2+ (open triangles), 3− (open squares) statesand of the observed 1− two-phonon states (�lled irles) in
124−136Xe ompared to the energy sums Σ = E2+ + E3−(open rhombs). Lower part: Experimental B(E1)↑ valuesfor the two-phonon exitations.

Systematis of the 1− members of 2+ ⊗ 3− two-phonon exitations as resulting from the present workare shown in Fig. 1. The steep derease of B(E1)↑strengths observed when moving away from the losedshell atN = 82 (136Xe) is reprodued by Quasipartile-Phonon-Model alulations [5, 6℄.Systematis of andidates of 1+ mixed-symmetrystates are shown in Fig. 2. The total B(M1)↑strengths exhaust the IBA preditions in the O(6)limit [7℄ for the light isotopes up to 128Xe but deviatefrom these preditions for the heavier isotopes whihmay be a hint for a phase transition near A = 130.

Fig. 2 Systematis of the andidates for mixed-symmetry1+
ms states in the even-even Xe isotopes versus mass number

A. Upper part: Exitation energies. Lower part: B(M1) ↑exitation strengths. The dotted line gives the strengthspredited by the IBM-2 model in the O(6) limit. Thegrey areas in the bars for 124,126Xe represent the summedstrengths of the fragments of the M1 exitations.[1℄ R. F Casten, Nulear struture from a simple perspe-tive, Oxford University Press, New York, Oxford (1990)[2℄ F. Iahello, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85 (2000) 3580; 87 (2001)052502; 91 (2003) 132502[3℄ U. Kneissl, H.H. Pitz and A. Zilges, Prog. Part. Nul.Phys. 37 (1996) 349[4℄ R. Reifarth, M. Heil et al., Phys. Rev. C 66 (2002)064603[5℄ M. Grinberg and Ch. Stoyanov, Nul. Phys. A 573(1994) 231[6℄ V. Yu. Ponomarev, Ch. Stoyanov et al., Nul.Phys. A635 (1998) 470[7℄ P. van Isaker, K. Heyde et al., Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 171(1986) 25343


